IN THE IOWA DISTRICT COURT FOR POLK COUNTY
STATE OF IOWA ex rel.,
THOMAS J. MILLER,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PHILIP MORRIS, USA; R.J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO., COMMONWEALTH
BRANDS, INC., FARMER’S TOBACCO
COMPANY OF CYNTHIANA, INC., ITG
BRANDS, LLC, JAPAN TOBACCO
INTERNATIONAL USA, INC., KING MAKER
MARKETING, INC., KRETEK
INTERNATIONAL, INC., LIGGETT GROUP,
LLC., PETER STOKKEBYE TOBAKSFABRIK
A/S, PREMIER MANUFACTURING INC.,
SANTA FE NATURAL TOBACCO
COMPANY, INC., SCANDINAVIAN
TOBACCO GROUP, LANE LTD.,
SHERMAN’S 1400 BROADWAY N.Y.C.,
INC., TABACALERA DEL ESTE, S.A.
(“TABESA”), VECTOR TOBACCO INC., THE
VON EICKEN GROUP, AND WIND RIVER
TOBACCO COMPANY, LLC,
Defendants.
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Case No. LACL071048

MOTION TO ENFORCE
CONSENT DECREE AND
MASTER SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT, AND JURY
DEMAND

COMES NOW Plaintiff State of Iowa ex rel. Thomas J. Miller and moves this Court
to enforce the consent decree and Master Settlement Agreement in the matter and states in
further support of the Motion:
1.

Plaintiff brings this Motion pursuant to paragraph VI.A of the Consent

Decree and Final Judgment in this case (Iowa Dist. Ct. Polk Cnty Dec. 8, 1998), which
authorizes the State to apply to this Court “at any time for further orders and directions as
may be necessary or appropriate for the implementation and enforcement of the Consent

Decree and Final Judgment,” and also pursuant to section VII(c)(l) of the Master
Settlement Agreement (“MSA”), which authorizes any MSA State to bring an action to
enforce the MSA (“Enforcement Order”) or for a declaration construing any such term
(“Declaratory Order”) with respect to disputes, alleged violations, or alleged breaches
within such MSA State.
2.

Jurisdiction over this case is retained by the Court for the purposes of

implementing and enforcing the MSA and the Consent Decree in Iowa and enabling
continuing proceedings regarding those agreements. (MSA, § VII(a)(2); Consent Decree
§ VI.A).
3.

The general practice in MSA lawsuits has become for a party to file a motion

under the MSA cause number to bring a dispute between the parties in front of the relevant
State’s MSA Court, with the brief in support of the motion being in the nature of a
complaint. Defendants then file a response, which in turn initiates further proceedings
consistent with a newly filed civil suit.
4.

As detailed in the Brief in Support, this Motion asserts breach of the MSA

by the Defendants, breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing inherent in the
MSA, as well as violation of the Iowa False Claims Act, Iowa Code § 685.2, conversion,
and conspiracy. Defendants have withheld over $133 million in payments owed to Iowa
on the basis of a series of falsely asserted disputes. For over a decade, Defendants have
improperly withheld from Iowa millions in funds it agreed to pay Iowa to compensate for
the financial damage defendants’ prior wrongful conduct caused Iowa. The State recently
developed a record sufficient to demonstrate that Defendants asserted those disputes in bad
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faith, with no reasonable belief that they were true.
5.

Iowa requests relief in the form of a judgment holding Defendants liable for

the breach, conversion, conspiracy, and statutory violations and resulting contract,
statutory, and punitive damages, and declaratory relief. The State further demands a jury
on all issues triable by a jury.

Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS J. MILLER
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IOWA

/s/ Matthew L. Gannon
MATTHEW L. GANNON
Assistant Attorney General
Hoover Building, Second Floor
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
Phone: (515) 281-4951
Matt.Gannon@ag.iowa.gov
Paul M. Leisher
LEISHER & LANDSIEDEL P.C.
Pro Hac Vice Application Forthcoming
P.O. Box 18071
Missoula, MT 59808
Phone: (406) 880-4416
paul@landl.law
David R. Paoli
PAOLI LAW FIRM, P.C.
Pro Hac Vice Application Forthcoming
P.O. Box 8131
Missoula, MT 59802
Phone: 406-542-3330
davidpaoli@paoli-law.com
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James Young
Juan Martinez
Tim Fox
MORGAN & MORGAN COMPLEX LITIGATION
GROUP
Pro Hac Vice Applications Forthcoming
76 S. Laura St., Suite 1100
Jacksonville, FL 32202
Phone: 904-361-0012
jyoung@forthepeople.com
juanmartinez@forthepeople.com
tfox@forthepeople.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff, State of Iowa
PROOF OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that the foregoing instrument was
served upon each of the persons identified as receiving a copy by
delivery in the following manner on July 28, 2022:
U.S. Mail
FAX
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Federal Express
Other
ECF System Participant (Electronic Service)
Signature: /s/ Jodi Watson
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MASTER SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT, AND JURY
DEMAND

INTRODUCTION
1.

The State of Iowa, through Attorney General Thomas J. Miller, brings this

action to hold the Defendant tobacco companies accountable for a sophisticated conspiracy
to defraud Iowa of over one hundred and thirty million dollars due under the Master

Settlement Agreement (“MSA”) and the Consent Decree entered in this case. 1
2.

In 1998, Iowa and 51 other jurisdictions settled claims against certain

tobacco companies for driving up the cost of publicly funded healthcare, marketing to
children as “replacement smokers,” distorting the science of nicotine addiction and
smoking, and deceiving the public about the health effects of smoking. The parties struck
a bargain—the MSA—wherein the Defendants agreed, among other obligations, to make
annual payments in perpetuity to settle Iowa’s substantial past and future claims against
them. Those annual payments to Iowa fund a variety of programs that would otherwise fall
on taxpayers.
3.

Although the tobacco companies denied the State’s allegations in the original

litigation and the case settled before liability determinations were made, the allegations
were later proven in a Federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act
(“RICO”) case in front of the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. In
its 1,683-page opinion, that court found that the tobacco companies violated federal RICO
and summarized its findings as follows:
[This Federal RICO case] is about an industry, and in particular these
Defendants, that survives, and profits, from selling a highly addictive product
which causes diseases that lead to a staggering number of deaths per year, an
immeasurable amount of human suffering and economic loss, and a profound
burden on our national health care system. Defendants have known many
of these facts for at least 50 years or more. Despite that knowledge, they
have consistently, repeatedly, and with enormous skill and
sophistication, denied these facts to the public, to the Government, and
to the public health community.

1

A Desk Reference with a searchable pdf copy of the MSA, a glossary of acronyms and terms, and relevant
arbitration decisions is available here: https://bit.ly/3J61zrk
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United States v. Philip Morris USA, Inc., et al., 449 F. Supp. 2d 1, 28 (D.D.C. 2006). 2
The Court further found, in a pattern similar to what Iowa continues to experience
through today, that:
From at least 1952 until at least 2000, each and every one of these
Defendants, repeatedly, consistently, vigorously, - and falsely - denied the
existence of any adverse health effects from smoking. Moreover, they
mounted a coordinated, well-financed, sophisticated public relations
campaign to attack and distort scientific evidence demonstrating the
relationship between smoking and disease, claiming the link between the two
was still an “open question.” Finally, in doing so, [Defendants] ignored the
massive documentation in their internal corporate files….
Id. at 208.
4.

Defendants continue to use the same pernicious tactics. To this day, the

Defendants continue to “consistently, repeatedly, and with enormous skill and
sophistication” and “with a single-minded focus on their financial success” burden Iowa’s
public finances by denying what they know is true. This action is brought because those
same big tobacco companies—and the host of smaller tobacco companies that ride their
coattails—have once again resorted to deception for their own gain at the expense of public
funds.
5.

Namely, the Defendant tobacco companies are engaged in a bad faith

conspiracy to improperly reduce each tobacco company’s annual payment obligation to
Iowa due under the MSA. The goal is to permanently, and in unison, reduce their payments

2

Defendants included: Philip Morris USA, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Brown and Williamson
Tobacco Company, Lorillard Tobacco Company, The Liggett Group, American Tobacco
Company, British American Tobacco, Council for Tobacco Research-U.S.A. Inc., and The
Tobacco Institute.
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under the MSA to Iowa through a scheme of false claims and feigned ignorance. The
mechanism is to claim there is uncertainty about whether Iowa is subject to a certain
provision in the MSA and to make a series of claims about Iowa that their internal
documents and data show to be false.
6.

Each year, the Defendant tobacco companies assert a “dispute” with Iowa

over whether a provision in the MSA—known as the “NPM Adjustment”—applies to Iowa
for that year. The NPM Adjustment reduces the amount of money an MSA State receives
in a given year if the State either did not enact the model statute attached to the MSA as
Exhibit T (known as a “Qualifying Statute” or “Model Statute”) or did not “diligently
enforce” the statute for that year.
7.

The dispute is asserted in bad faith. The Defendant tobacco companies’

claim that they are entitled to unilaterally reduce Iowa’s payment each year is demonstrably
false in several regards:
a. First, the Defendants falsely claim that the NPM Adjustment is an “aggregate” or
national dispute, when it is a State-specific dispute. The Defendant tobacco
companies’ own internal documents show they know that the NPM Adjustment is
state-specific.
b. Second, the MSA mandates that the Defendant tobacco companies explain the basis
for their claim that Iowa is subject to the NPM Adjustment, yet the Defendants
provide no information specific to Iowa to justify their claim. To the extent
Defendants supply any information to explain the basis of their claim, the
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information is not applicable to Iowa, and—again—Defendants’ own internal
documents and data show they know the information is not applicable to Iowa.
c. Third, to justify the lack of Iowa-specific information and the use of information
that doesn’t apply to Iowa, the Defendants falsely claim they know nothing about
the cigarette market in Iowa or what the State does to enforce its Qualifying Statute.
Defendants in fact have a staggering amount of data and information about Iowa’s
cigarette market and statutory enforcement from their own data collection
operations as well as from a long history of interaction between the parties,
including the disclosure by the State of hundreds of thousands of pages of
enforcement records and more than 100 hours of sworn testimony from State
enforcement personnel.
8.

Having asserted this “dispute,” the Defendants then withhold from Iowa

millions of dollars from each annual payment they owe under the MSA, claiming the mere
assertion of a dispute entitles them to do so. Defendants further claim that they need not
have a good faith basis for claiming Iowa’s payment is subject to the NPM Adjustment and
withholding those millions of dollars.
9.

The Defendants then refuse to pay to Iowa the withheld portions of its MSA

payments unless and until Iowa arbitrates each year’s dispute. However, it has taken
substantially more than one year to litigate each dispute for each year’s withheld payment,
which has created an ever-increasing backlog of disputes. Worse, even when Iowa prevails
in a dispute—and to date Iowa has prevailed in every dispute that has been litigated to a
final decision—the Defendants refuse to make full payment to Iowa until Defendants have
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resolved their analogous disputes over that payment with all other MSA States. For
example, an arbitration panel ruled in September of 2021 that—contrary to the Defendants’
claims—Iowa diligently enforced its Qualifying Statute and thus was not subject to an
NPM Adjustment for the 2004 payment, yet Defendants still refuse to pay the amount they
withheld from Iowa.
10.

Meanwhile, the total amount of MSA payments that Defendants are

withholding from Iowa grows each year. In 2006, the amount withheld was less than
$10 million and one dispute between the Defendants and Iowa (over the amount withheld
from the 2003 MSA payment) was awaiting resolution. Each year since 2006, however,
they have asserted a new dispute that requires multiple years to resolve. Hence, as of April
15, 2022, the total amount Defendants have withheld from Iowa is more than $133 million,
and fifteen “disputes” the Defendants have asserted against Iowa await resolution. These
numbers will continue to increase each year until the Defendants’ scheme is stopped.
11.

In a final act of deception, Defendants blame the multitude of spurious

disputes and the amount of money owed to Iowa on the other MSA States, despite those
States having no control over the Defendants’ claims and no control over how much the
Defendants withhold from Iowa, nor when they finally pay it. After 17 years of these
interminable disputes, however, it has become clear that the Defendants have assumed total
control over which States get paid, how much, and when.
12.

By unilaterally controlling the timing and terms of the disbursement of the

withheld funds, the Defendants have successfully forced 38 of the 52 MSA “Settling
States” (46 States, Washington D.C., and five U.S. territories) to accept a reduced annual
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payment and additional onerous obligations designed to bolster Defendants’ market share
through a secondary agreement known as the Term Sheet.
13.

As with their original scheme of spuriously casting doubt upon science they

knew was correct, Defendants’ scheme here is once again to feign doubt about what they
know to be true. As the previous State cases and the Federal RICO case uncovered, their
means are sophisticated, fraudulent, and designed to play out over substantial amounts of
time—their only purpose being to increase their already astronomical profits. 3
PARTIES
14.

Iowa entered into the MSA and thus is a “Settling State” as defined in the

MSA (hereafter “MSA State”). The Attorney General is authorized to bring this action to
enforce the MSA on behalf of the State of Iowa under Paragraph VI.A of the Consent
Decree and Final Judgment and section VII(c)(l) of the MSA. The Attorney General is
further authorized by Iowa Code § 685.3 to bring an action to enforce the Iowa False
Claims Act.
15.

Defendants Philip Morris USA Inc. and R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

are Original Participating Manufacturers (“OPMs”), as defined in section II(hh) of the
MSA. 4
16.

Defendants Commonwealth Brands, Inc., Farmer’s Tobacco Company of

3 2021

profits for the parent companies of the two largest tobacco companies, Altria Group and
British American Tobacco, were approximately $14.0 billion and $31.7 billion, respectively.
4 The remaining two OPMs, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation and Lorillard Tobacco
Company, merged with R.J. Reynolds.
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Cynthiana, Inc., ITG Brands, LLC, Japan Tobacco International USA, Inc., King Maker
Marketing, Inc., Kretek International, Inc., Liggett Group, LLC., Peter Stokkebye
Tobaksfabrik A/S, Premier Manufacturing Inc., Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company, Inc.,
Scandinavian Tobacco Group, Lane Ltd., Sherman’s 1400 Broadway N.Y.C., Inc.,
Tabacalera del Este, S.A. (“TABESA”), Vector Tobacco Inc., the Von Eicken Group, and
Wind River Tobacco Company, LLC are Subsequent Participating Manufacturers
(“SPMs”), as defined in section II (tt) of the MSA. 5
17.

The OPMs and SPMs are collectively referred to as the Participating

Manufacturers (“PMs”). The PMs specifically identified above are referred to as
“Defendants” throughout this Motion.
18.

The above-named Defendants are participants in a conspiracy to deprive

Iowa of funds contractually owed under the MSA. 6 Several other SPMs do not participate
in this scheme and, thus, are not named here as Defendants. Still other SPMs appear to
have assigned their rights regarding the asserted dispute to the Defendant Commonwealth

5

In calculating the Defendants’ MSA payment obligations, ITG Brands, LLC and Scandinavian
Tobacco Group Ltd. are partially treated as OPMs with respect to the sales of certain brands they
acquired from the OPMs.
6

The Defendants have acted in concert throughout the history of their supposed “disputes.” The
two primary actors, Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds, take the lead and set out their positions which,
in the case of Iowa, have always been identical. The SPMs—all represented by the same counsel—
then collectively join or adopt the positions of Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds. Farmers Tobacco
Company and Wind River Tobacco Company have a second set of counsel, in addition to the
counsel they share with the other SPM Defendants, and occasionally asserts additional positions
independently from the other SPMs. Unless otherwise noted, the positions, arguments, conduct,
and “disputes” attributed to the “Defendants” are expressly asserted jointly by all Defendants, or
asserted by one or more of the Defendants and ratified by the other Defendants. The term
“Defendants” is not used when the conduct at issue is attributable to fewer than all Defendants.
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Brands or others, and may be added as Defendants to this lawsuit upon determination of
the nature of the assignment of rights involved and the real party in interest.
JURISDICTION
19.

This Court has exclusive subject matter jurisdiction over this action for the

purposes of implementing and enforcing the MSA in Iowa. MSA, § VII(a)(2); Consent
Decree § VI.A (filed and docketed in this cause number Dec. 7, 1998).
20.

Each Defendant consented to this Court’s jurisdiction when it joined the

MSA. MSA, § VII(a)(l).
21.

Iowa files this Motion pursuant to paragraph VI.A of the Consent Decree and

Final Judgment, which authorizes the State to apply to this Court “at any time for further
orders and directions as may be necessary or appropriate for the implementation and
enforcement of the Consent Decree and Final Judgment,” and also pursuant to section
VII(c)(l) of the MSA, which authorizes any MSA State to bring an action to enforce the
MSA (“Enforcement Order”) or for a declaration construing any such term (“Declaratory
Order”) with respect to disputes, alleged violations, or alleged breaches within such MSA
State.
22.

Iowa provided each Defendant with the 30-days written notice of its intent to

initiate proceedings required by section VII(c)(2) of the MSA, before filing this Motion.
PROCEDURE
23.

As discussed above, the Consent Decree mandates that this cause of action

remain open in perpetuity for purposes of implementing and enforcing the Master
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Settlement Agreement.
24.

This pleading asserts breach by the Defendants of the express terms of the

MSA and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing inherent in the MSA, as well as
conversion, conspiracy, and violation of the Iowa False Claims Act, Iowa Code ch. 685. It
requests relief in the form of a judgment holding Defendants liable for the breach and
statutory violations and resulting contract, statutory damages, and declaratory relief, and
demands a jury on all issues triable by a jury.
25.

Capitalized terms used throughout this pleading refer to terms and phrases

used in the MSA. For the Court’s convenience, an MSA Desk Reference is submitted with
this pleading that includes definitions of MSA terms of art and commonly used acronyms.
THE SCHEME
26.

Defendants’ asserted “disputes” with Iowa are baseless. Defendants assert

their disputes with Iowa because they believe they are entitled to withhold money from
Iowa simply by saying “we dispute” and pointing to provisions in the MSA regarding
disputed payments. Despite the Defendants’ lack of factual basis for their asserted dispute,
their bare assertion of a dispute forces Iowa to spend multiple years arbitrating each year’s
payment. Worse, Defendants have insisted that even if Iowa prevailed now on all
outstanding disputes (currently 2005–2018), the State would still have to wait to receive
payment until Defendants’ disputes with all other states are resolved. Finally, even when
Iowa prevails, Defendants claim Iowa is not entitled to any time value for the delay in
payment.
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27.

This is not an incidental result of how the MSA was written. This is a

calculated strategy to permanently and fraudulently decrease or avoid part of Defendants’
payment obligations under the MSA.
RELEVANT MSA PROVISIONS
28.

The MSA obligates each Defendant to make a payment for each year, which

is subject to certain adjustments. (MSA §§ IX(c)(1); IX(j), clause First through Fourth).
This creates each Defendants’ respective payment obligation.
29.

The collective payment due from the PMs is then allocated among the MSA

States based on set, state-specific percentages, which determine each State’s payment
entitlement (“Allocated Payments”). (MSA § IX(j), clause Fifth). This creates each States’
respective, individual payment entitlement.
30.

After allocation of the Defendants’ aggregate payment among the MSA

States, a final adjustment, the Non-Participating Manufacturer (“NPM”) Adjustment, may
apply to the Allocated Payments of some States if and only if certain conditions exist. (MSA
§ IX(j), clause Sixth).
31.

Whether the NPM Adjustment applies to the Allocated Payment of any State

in a given year, and—if it does—the amount of the NPM Adjustment for that year, is
contingent upon the following three components:
a. The Defendants must have experienced “Market Share Loss” of more than
2% (two percentage points), nationwide, from their 1997 Market Share to the
Non-Participating Manufacturers (MSA § IX(d)(1)(A), (B);
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b. An economic consulting firm (called “the Firm” in the MSA) must determine
that the MSA was a “Significant Factor” for the PMs’ Market Share Loss
(MSA § IX(d)(1)(C));
c. The NPM Adjustment then either applies or does not apply to the Allocated
Payment of each State depending on whether the State (1) had a Qualifying
Statute, 7 and (2) “diligently enforced” it.
32.

The amount of the NPM Adjustment then depends on which specific States—

if any—either did not have a “Qualifying Statute” or have not “diligently enforced” their
Qualifying Statute during the year in question (MSA § IX(d)(2)).
33.

Unless the first two components are met in a given year, the NPM

Adjustment does not even potentially apply, and any provisions that govern the application
of the NPM Adjustment do not come into play for that payment year.
34.

Even if the first two components are met, if all States had a Qualifying Statute

and diligently enforced it, then the amount of the NPM Adjustment is zero, meaning there
is no NPM Adjustment that year. Alternatively, even if the first two prerequisites are met,
and some States failed to enforce their statutes, but Iowa is not one of those States, the
NPM Adjustment still does not apply to Iowa’s MSA payment for that year.
35.

The NPM Adjustment is thus State-specific. As explained in more detail

below, it applies to States’ individual payment entitlements, not to the Defendants’
payment obligations. The Defendants claim otherwise—that the Adjustment applies to

7

The Qualifying Statute requires tobacco product manufacturers selling in Iowa to either join the MSA or deposit a
certain dollar amount per unit sold in an escrow account.
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their payment obligation, rather than to the individual States’ payment entitlements—but
their own internal documents show they know the NPM Adjustment is State-specific.
36.

The third component, regarding enforcement of a Qualifying Statute, is

where the Defendants improperly hinge their “disputes” with Iowa. The plain language of
the MSA makes clear that the NPM Adjustment—if applicable for a given payment year—
only reduces the MSA payments of States that either did not have a Qualifying Statute or
did not sufficiently enforce it. The Defendants concede that Iowa has had a Qualifying
Statute (Iowa Code ch. 435C) at all relevant times. However, they “dispute” that Iowa has
ever sufficiently enforced its Qualifying Statute—that is, they jointly allege that in the 20
plus-year history of the MSA, Iowa has never once enforced its Qualifying Statute to their
satisfaction. Defendants assert this despite having no evidence or information suggesting
that it is true.
37.

Not only is the NPM Adjustment contingent upon the satisfaction of the

three components identified above, but it is also unliquidated. See Vibo Corp. v. State ex
rel. McDaniel, 2011 Ark. 124, 18–19, 380 S.W.3d 411, 423 (2011) (holding that the MSA’s
NPM Adjustment is “contingent and unliquidated”). The dollar amount of the Adjustment
depends on which specific States, if any, did not have or did not diligently enforce a
Qualifying Statute during the year subject to payment. Thus, the dollar amount of the
adjustment depends on the total dollar amount of the combined Allocated Payments of the
MSA States that are ultimately determined to have not enacted a Qualifying Statute or not
enforced it.
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38.

Because of the unliquidated nature of the NPM Adjustment, there are two

distinct calculations of it:
a. The first is the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment, which represents the
highest possible dollar amount by which the PMs’ aggregate MSA payment for
a given year could theoretically be reduced as a result of the NPM Adjustment.
This is merely the theoretical ceiling of the actual applicable NPM Adjustment
(called the “Available NPM Adjustment”) for a given year, with the theoretical
floor for each year being $0. The Defendants have never proven entitlement to
the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment for any payment year.
b. The second is the Available NPM Adjustment, which is the amount that actually
applies to the Defendants’ respective payment obligations in a given year after
determination of which specific States’ payments—if any—are subject to
reduction. (MSA § IX(d)(3)). The actual Available NPM Adjustment for a given
year can be anywhere from $0 up to the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment
for that year. If the NPM Adjustment is deemed to apply to a given MSA State
for a given year, the adjustment can only reduce that State’s payment up to its
total Allocated Payment. For example, if only two small States failed to enforce
their Qualifying Statutes in 2004, and these two States’ Allocated Payments
added up to $100 million, then the NPM Adjustment for 2004 would be $100
million (and would reduce only the payment of those two small states), rather
than the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment, which for 2004 alone was over
$1 billion.
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39.

The distinction between the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment and the

Available NPM Adjustment is important because part of the Defendants’ scheme—
specifically when they claim the Adjustment is “aggregate” or national—is to assert
entitlement, each year, to the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment. The Maximum
Potential NPM Adjustment is promptly calculated in April of each payment year. 8 On the
other hand, the Available NPM Adjustment cannot be calculated—much less applied—
until it is known which States, if any, are subject to the NPM Adjustment. For example,
the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment for 2005 was calculated by the Independent
Auditor (“IA”) as of April 2006, yet the Available NPM Adjustment for 2005 is still
unknown. The yet-to-be-determined Available NPM Adjustment for 2005 (or for any later
payment year) can be a small fraction of that year’s Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment,
and even $0, depending on which States, if any, failed to enforce their Qualifying Statutes.
40.

The distinction between the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment and the

Available NPM Adjustment is not merely theoretical, however. Despite claiming
entitlement to the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment, Defendants have never recovered
that amount and never will. The reality, for both 2003 and 2004, is that the Available NPM
Adjustment—which is all the Defendants have ever recovered or can ever recover—has
ended up being a fraction of the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment. This, of course,
has not deterred the Defendants. They continue to claim entitlement to the Maximum

8

MSA payments are made in April of each year based on sales and data from the preceding year.
Thus, the 2004 NPM Adjustment, for example, is based on 2004 sales and applies to the payments
made in April 2005.
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Potential amount, even though the actual probability of them ever recovering that amount
is zero.
41.

Each year, the Independent Auditor calculates the theoretical Maximum

Potential NPM Adjustment, but does not—and cannot—apply it to the Defendants’ MSA
payment obligations. That is because the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment appears
nowhere in the MSA—much less any entitlement to such Maximum. The Maximum
Potential NPM Adjustment is a fictional amount. It is merely the Independent Auditor’s
calculation of the upper limit of the Adjustment, made only for the convenience of the
parties to the MSA. Under the plain language of the MSA, the actual Available NPM
Adjustment cannot be determined (i.e., cannot be quantified) until it is known which
specific States’ payments—if any—are subject to reduction (MSA § IX(j), clause Fifth and
Sixth). This is the case even if the first two components of the NPM Adjustment have been
met. For example, the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment for 2005 is $753.3 million,
while the Available NPM Adjustment for 2005 still remains undetermined today (17 years
later). The relevant MSA accounting documents reflect this:
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PricewaterhouseCoopers Notice ID 294, Attachment 4(b).
42.

The Available NPM Adjustment for 2005 is blank because it can ultimately

end up being anywhere from $0 to $753.3 million. In order to fill in that blank, the
Independent Auditor needs to know which States’ payments are subject to an NPM
Adjustment. Hence, the MSA provides a process for the Independent Auditor to request
such information and places an obligation on the parties to supply it.
43.

MSA § XI(d)(1) mandates that the Independent Auditor request the

information necessary for each year to determine (A) the amount due from each Defendant
(each Defendant’s payment obligation) and (B) how much of each of those PM payments
goes to which recipient (each State’s payment entitlement):
Not less than 90 days prior to the scheduled due date of any payment due
pursuant to this Agreement ("Payment Due Date"), the Independent Auditor
shall deliver to each other Notice Party a detailed itemization of all
information required by the Independent Auditor to complete its calculation
of (A) the amount due from each Participating Manufacturer with respect to
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such payment, and (B) the portion of such amount allocable to each entity
for whose benefit such payment is to be made.
MSA § XI(d)(1).
44.

Once the Independent Auditor has requested the information it needs, the

MSA requires each party to use its best efforts to supply responsive information in its
possession or available to it:
Each Participating Manufacturer and each Settling State shall use its best
efforts to promptly supply all of the required information that is within its
possession or is readily available to it to the Independent Auditor, and in any
event not less than 50 days prior to such Payment Due Date.
Id.
45.

That requirement is ongoing, meaning that if the information necessary to

determine, for example, how much the PMs owe Iowa for 2006 becomes available in 2021,
then each PM has an obligation to provide that information to the Independent Auditor:
Such best efforts obligation shall be continuing in the case of information
that comes within the possession of, or becomes readily available to, any
Settling State or Participating Manufacturer after the date 50 days prior to
such Payment Due Date.
Id.
46.

Thus, each year, an information request form asks for the information

necessary to determine which States, if any, are subject to an NPM Adjustment.
Specifically, it asks if all of the Settling States had a Qualifying Statute and “diligently
enforced” it.
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How the Scheme Is Implemented
47.

Each year in February, the Independent Auditor sends a form that requests

information from the Defendant tobacco companies and from the States necessary for it to
determine which States, if any, are subject to an NPM Adjustment for the payment due in
April of that year. It asks the same question about all previous years, giving parties the
opportunity to update or amend previous answers as further information becomes available
to them:

48.

The dropdown menu on the right has three choices: “confirm” “deny” or

“unknown.” The form then instructs the answering party to explain which states the
response applies to and the basis for the response if the answer is “deny” or “unknown.”
49.

Each year Iowa confirms it had a Qualifying Statute and diligently enforced

it for that payment year and for all previous payment years.
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50.

Each year, the PMs have answered either “unknown” or “deny,” with the

largest companies answering “deny” and the smaller companies answering either “deny”
or “unknown.” The example above is from one of Philip Morris’s response forms and is
representative of Defendants’ responses.
51.

The information response form instructs the answering party that if it answers

“deny” or “unknown” to provide information regarding which States the response applies
to and the basis for the response:
If you select “deny” or “unknown,” please include a separate page listing
the Settling States to which your “deny” or “unknown” response applies
and the basis for your response (i.e. those states that did NOT have a
Qualifying Statute in full force and effect and/or did not diligently enforce
the provisions of such statute during any year since its Model Statute
Effective Date shown in Attachment 2).
52.

In response to the request for information about which States their deny and

unknown responses apply to and the bases for the response, the Defendants either refuse to
respond, or they make vague and general statements about unnamed “States” insufficiently
enforcing their respective Qualifying Statutes. No Defendant’s response names any
particular state, and the explanations given for the basis are always generic assertions that
might apply to some States but unquestionably do not apply to all States.
53.

Philp Morris USA and R.J. Reynolds Tobacco use the exact same wording

in their respective responses, indicating they coordinate their messaging. For example, this
wording appears verbatim in both companies’ responses for every disputed year from 2007
through the present:
[RJRT/Philip Morris] denies that the Settling States have been diligently
enforcing their respective Model Statutes during any of the years in question.
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[RJRT/Philip Morris] bases this position on a variety of factors, including:
the growth in both the number of NPMs and their aggregate market share;
the widespread availability of NPM products; the prices at which the NPM
products are sold, which are lower than would be commercially feasible if
the NPMs have been making escrow deposits required by the Model Statutes;
the small number of actions brought by the Settling States to enforce the
Model Statutes; an apparent refusal by a number of Settling States to enforce
their Model Statutes against certain categories of tobacco products despite
having legislative authority to do so (including tobacco products sold by
Native American Tribes, via internet or direct mail, imported products, and
"roll your own" tobacco); the failure to devote sufficient resources to
enforcement efforts, including funds earmarked under the MSA for such
efforts; the failure of many States to adopt or implement enforcement policies
and measures that would reduce non-compliance; and lack of comprehensive
disclosure by the Settling States of information about their enforcement
efforts that would allow us to evaluate their claims of diligent enforcement.
54.

As noted previously, the factors the PMs list as the basis for their “deny”

response might apply to some States, but they unquestionably do not apply to all States. In
particular, none of this was ever true of Iowa, and Iowa has now proven that none of it was
true—twice, and at great cost to Iowa.
55.

Iowa has arbitrated the Defendants’ alleged disputes at enormous cost to the

State—once for the dispute over the withheld amount for 2003, and again for the dispute
over the withheld amount for 2004. Iowa prevailed in both arbitrations, but at a cost of
approximately $3–4 million for each arbitration. In the sixteen years that the MSA parties
have been arbitrating the NPM Adjustment disputes, the Defendants have never proven
their allegation that Iowa did not enforce its Qualifying Statute. Nor do they have any
reasonable prospect of doing so in the future.
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History of the NPM Adjustment Dispute
56.

The MSA was adopted and incorporated into this Court’s Consent Decree

dated December 7, 1998. The PMs began claiming entitlement to an NPM Adjustment on
their first MSA payment, which was for 1999, and continued to claim NPM Adjustments
for 2000, 2001, and 2002.
57.

Those disputes over the NPM Adjustment for the first three years of the MSA

were resolved in 2003 when the parties agreed that the NPM Adjustment would not apply
for the years 1999–2002. The States had discovered that at least one OPM was evading its
MSA payment obligation by contract manufacturing cigarettes for an NPM—which not
only allowed it to sell cigarettes for which it did not make MSA payments, but also inflated
NPM sales, thereby inflating the amount of the NPM Adjustment the PMs were claiming.
The States entered into an agreement with the OPMs that foreclosed that particular method
of evading their MSA obligations and also resolved the NPM Adjustment against the OPMs
for 1999–2002.
58.

The first of what would become an interminable string of annual disputes

against Iowa began in 2006, when the PMs retroactively reduced Iowa’s 2003 MSA
payment on the grounds that they were entitled to apply the MSA’s NPM Adjustment
provision after having met only the first two components for an NPM Adjustment but
without having met the third. 9

9

The “Significant Factor” determination for the 2003 payment was made in 2005. At that point,
the Defendants effectively took back part of the 2003 MSA payments they had originally made
under protest in April 2003 and retroactively locked them out of Iowa’s and the rest of the MSA
States’ reach. The Defendants effectuated this retroactive withholding by subtracting an amount
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59.

The parties arbitrated that dispute for seven years. On September 11, 2013,

the presiding arbitration panel ruled that Iowa had diligently enforced its Qualifying Statute
for 2003 and was thus entitled to its full 2003 payment.
60.

The Defendants, however, continued to withhold Iowa’s funds, and even

sought to retain the accumulated interest on Iowa’s funds for themselves. They insisted that
the earnings on the portion of the funds that had been withheld in the Disputed Payments
Account (an escrow account called for in the MSA) belonged to them, even though Iowa
prevailed in the dispute.
61.

In the end, Iowa received the withheld portion of its 2003 MSA payment in

2014, ten years after the 2003 MSA payment was due, and eight years after the Defendants
asserted their first dispute over Iowa’s enforcement of its Qualifying Statute.
62.

Only fifteen MSA States arbitrated all the way through to a decision over the

2003 payment. Three years into that first arbitration, 21 of the MSA States succumbed to
the impossibility of resolving all of the Defendants’ outstanding alleged disputes over the
NPM Adjustment (of which there were seven by that point) through never-ending, costly
arbitrations and, in late 2012, committed to a secondary agreement drafted by the
Defendants that was initially introduced as the “Term Sheet.” These 21 MSA States and
the 15 other MSA States that joined the Term Sheet in later years are referred to as the

equal to their 2003 withholdings from their 2006 MSA payments. The exact mechanics of the
Defendants’ withholdings differ from one Defendant to the next and from year to year, and have
become increasingly more complex (and increasingly less transparent) over time, but the result is
always the same: Iowa is indefinitely denied millions of dollars per year of its MSA payments,
with the total amount due to Iowa and improperly withheld from Iowa growing each year.
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“Term Sheet States” or “TSS.” For nearly five years, that secondary agreement remained
unfinalized (with its terms unclear and the TSS stuck in a pattern of uncertainty) until the
Defendants and the TSS eventually executed the “2017 NPM Adjustment Settlement
Agreement” in late 2017. (Both incarnations of this secondary agreement are hereinafter
jointly referred to as the “Term Sheet.”)
63.

The Term Sheet requires each TSS to relinquish 25–54% of the money that

Defendants unilaterally withheld from these States’ MSA payments in connection with
their alleged enforcement disputes, grants significantly expanded discretion to the
Defendants over the application of the NPM Adjustment with regard to the TSS, imposes
additional, costly enforcement obligations on the TSS, and exceeds the MSA in both
complexity and obscurity. 10
64.

Of the fifteen MSA States that arbitrated the 2003 disputes to a decision, a

supermajority prevailed. The arbitration panel found that nine states, including Iowa had
diligently enforced their respective qualifying statutes. Indeed the 2003 Panel wrote that
“Iowa exemplified a Settling State where all state actors worked together to enforce and
improve its Qualifying Statute. . . .” In the 2003 NPM Adjustment Proceedings, JAMS No.
1100053390, Final Award Re: Iowa, 24 (Sep. 11, 2013).
65.

The second national arbitration, this time over the Defendants’ 2004 dispute,

began in 2016 and is still ongoing. The arbitration has been characterized by infighting
among the PMs resulting in multiple, overlapping panels of arbitrators, extensive delays,
10

The final version, known as the 2017 NPM Adjustment Settlement Agreement, is 118 pages
long.
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the death in 2019 of the arbitrator chosen by the States resulting in further combinations of
arbitration panels, and refusal by the Defendants to abide by decisions from the prior
arbitration necessitating substantial pointless discovery production and relitigation of
identical issues.
66.

After five and half years of arbitration, on September 1, 2021, the panel

overseeing the PMs’ dispute with Iowa 11 issued an interim decision, ruling that Iowa had
more than sufficiently enforced its Qualifying Statute. The panel had glowing praise for
Iowa’s enforcement efforts, even quoting Iowa’s key tobacco enforcement attorney for the
proposition that the miniscule NPM market share in Iowa indicated extremely effective
enforcement. State Specific Findings and Interim Award for the State of Iowa, In Re: 2004
NPM Adjustment Proceedings, JAMS No. 1260003649, Common Case Findings and State
Specific Findings and Interim Award for the State Of Iowa (Sep. 1, 2021).
67.

Of the ten states that participated in the 2004 arbitration, all but two were

determined to have sufficiently enforced their Qualifying Statutes such that the NPM
Adjustment did not apply to them. 12
68.

Yet, despite the fact that only seven MSA States have ever been deemed

subject to an NPM Adjustment, to date the Defendants have withheld payments from all
52 MSA States and Territories (46

States, 13 plus Washington, D.C., and five U.S.

11 There

are currently five arbitrators (not including the arbitrator that died in 2019) that, arrayed
in different combinations, make up five different panels that are overseeing the 2004 NPM
Adjustment arbitration.
12 The arbitrators have yet to issue a decision on one State for 2004, New Mexico.
13 Four U.S. States—Florida, Texas, Mississippi, and Minnesota—settled separately. These four
states are known as the Previously Settled States (“PSS”).
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Territories 14), and have used their endless dispute-withhold-and-delay tactic to induce 39
of them to succumb to joining the Term Sheet and giving up roughly one-third of the money
withheld from them.
69.

While the 2004 Arbitration was still pending, the Defendants and the

Arbitrating States began negotiating concerning an arbitration of the 2005 payment,
including discussions about an arbitration covering more than one year’s payment at a time.
The States proposed five years, but the Defendants arbitrarily refused to address more than
three years in one arbitration. Thus, the parties agreed to arbitrate the 2005, 2006, and 2007
NPM Adjustments in one arbitration. That arbitration began in 2019 and will continue for
several more years.
70.

In the middle of post-award briefing and hearings on multiple motions in the

2004 arbitration and, simultaneously, discovery in the 2005–07 Arbitration, the Defendants
announced their intention to initiate yet another arbitration. Despite claiming in 2019 that
they could not possibly agree to arbitrate more than three years at a time, the Defendants
inexplicably announced in 2022 their desire to cover seven-years’ worth of payments in
one arbitration, 2008–2014.
71.

The request to start a new arbitration, covering seven-years’ worth of

evidence and while two other arbitrations were still highly active, came shortly after Iowa
made its intention to file this lawsuit known to Defendants.
Defendants’ Bad Faith Scheme to Reduce Their Payment
14

The five U.S. Territories that joined the MSA are Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the
North Mariana Islands, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
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Obligation to Iowa
72.

As discussed above, in February of each year, the Independent Auditor

requests information from each MSA party regarding which States, if any, either did not
have a Qualifying Statute or did not diligently enforce it. In response, the two largest
tobacco companies, Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds, make identical, highly generalized
claims about the “Settling States” enforcement failures.
73.

In recent depositions of executives of Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds

testifying on behalf of their respective corporations, they gave conflicting responses about
whether the phrase “Settling States,” as used in their identical responses, refers to all of the
MSA States or just some of the MSA States. Philip Morris claimed that it applied only to
“some States,” but it could not or would not articulate which States. R.J. Reynolds claimed
that it applied to “all States,” but could not say what originally led it to believe every single
one of the States, without exception, had suffered the listed enforcement failures in every
one of the twenty-four years of the MSA.
74.

The smaller companies either do not respond to the question about which

States their answer applies to and the basis for their “deny” or “unknown” response at all,
or they list the same or similar reasons as the larger companies. None that answer, however,
comply with the request to explain which States their “deny” or “unknown” response
applies to.
75.

To the extent any explanation is given for the basis for their claim that

“some” unnamed States or all of the States did not diligently enforce their Qualifying
Statutes, the reasons given unquestionably do not apply to Iowa. For example:
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a. Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds cite “growth in both the number of NPMs
and their aggregate market share,” but—as a result of Iowa’s enforcement efforts—the
number and aggregate market share of NPMs in Iowa fell to extreme lows in the early
2000s and have stayed low since. In absolute numbers, NPM sales have declined
precipitously from the years in which Iowa has already proved it diligently enforced (2003
and 2004):

By 2007, the number of NPM cigarettes sold in Iowa was 360,000. By comparison, the two
largest tobacco companies alone sold more than 3 billion cigarettes in Iowa in 2007:
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The same decline is evident in the aggregate market share of NPMs, which started low in
the years in which Iowa already proved it diligently enforced—3.18% in 2003—declining
exponentially until reaching 0.01% in 2007 and staying at a fraction of a percentage point
through the present:
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To put the NPM market share in Iowa in context, if the rest of the U.S. tobacco market
looked like the Iowa market, even the very first prerequisite for an NPM Adjustment—that
the PMs suffer a Market Share Loss of more than 2%—would not be satisfied, and the
NPM Adjustment would not come into play for any State. See MSA § IX(d)(1)(A)(i)
(subtracting the first two percentage points from the base market share for calculating
Market Share Loss). The Defendant tobacco companies make much of the fact that the
“diligent enforcement” of a Qualifying Statute provision in the MSA is designed to “level
the playing field” between them and the tobacco companies that are not party to the MSA,
and thus do not have MSA payments. It is egregious that Defendants claim the playing
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field in Iowa is not level when their market share has at times reached 99.99%, and they
know that.
b. Defendants next claim “the prices at which the NPM products are sold,
which are lower than would be commercially feasible if the NPMs have been making
escrow deposits required by the Model Statutes” as evidence Iowa did not diligently
enforce its Qualifying Statute. Defendants made this claim in the arbitration regarding
2004 and were proven wrong. It is no more true of any of the prices of any NPM products
sold in Iowa from 2005 through the present than it was for 2004.
c.

Similarly, when Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds claim that “the small

number of actions brought by the Settling States to enforce the Model Statutes” is proof
some or all of the States failed to enforce, they know this does not apply to Iowa. In the
early years, when the Defendants first started making this claim, Iowa brought a
substantial number of lawsuits against NPMs—34 just between 1999 and 2005. The
Defendants, of course, are fully aware of each of those lawsuits and all of the preceding
and subsequent lawsuits Iowa brought against NPMs.
d. Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds next claim that “an apparent refusal by a
number of Settling States to enforce their Model Statutes against certain categories of
tobacco products despite having legislative authority to do so (including tobacco products
sold by Native American Tribes, via internet or direct mail, imported products, and “roll
your own” tobacco)” indicates enforcement deficiencies. Again, the Defendants do not
explain which States they refer to when they say “a number of Settling States”—they
have never explained which States are included, and when asked, they refuse to respond.
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It is, however, demonstrably untrue regarding Iowa. Iowa did not “refuse…to enforce
[its] Model Statute” against any of the listed categories of tobacco products, and
Defendants know this having seen the lawsuit over Iowa’s efforts to enforce against
tobacco products sold by Native American Tribes, and Iowa’s changes to its Qualifying
Statute to allow it to enforce against roll-your-own cigarettes. Iowa has never refused to
enforce its statute against anyone or anything that was subject to it.
76.

Finally, Philip Morris, and R.J. Reynolds list “the failure of many States to

adopt or implement enforcement policies and measures that would reduce noncompliance” as a reason for claiming Iowa did not diligently enforce its Qualifying Statute.
This is particularly nonsensical with regard to Iowa. Donn Stanley, Iowa’s chief tobacco
enforcement attorney from the early years through today, co-wrote a best-practices set of
guidelines in the early 2000s that became the gold-standard of NPM enforcement. Most
notably, the 2004 arbitration panel used it as the measure of other State’s enforcement
efforts. As a result of Iowa’s exceptional enforcement, noncompliance was almost nonexistent by 2005 and has remained so to this day.

Defendants Admitted to Having No Basis for Disputing Iowa’s Enforcement of
its Qualifying Statute when they Withheld Iowa’s MSA Payments
77.

Iowa recently got the opportunity in the 2005-2007 arbitration to ask

executives of several of the Defendants to explain the answers they gave in response to the
questions about which States their “deny” response applied to and the basis for their
responses.
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78.

In the recent deposition of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco (called “RJRT” in the

transcript), the corporation admitted that its responses to the information requests were
based only on national data and information, nothing specific to Iowa:

Deposition of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.’s Designee, 185 (June 9, 2022).
79.

R.J. Reynolds testified that when it claims Iowa did not sufficiently enforce

its Qualifying Statute, that claim is based on “nationwide factors,” not on anything that
actually happened in Iowa. The corporation further testified that it did not know why it had
answered the information requests the way it had. Specifically, the corporation claimed
that the executive who had written the answers, the former Vice President of Strategic
Litigation, Thomas McKim, had retired to Montana, and the corporation’s internal
investigation was unable to determine the basis for Mr. McKim’s responses.
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Deposition of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.’s Designee, 425 (June 10, 2022).
80.

R.J. Reynolds did, however, explain that its outside counsel 15 and experts in

the arbitration would be able to say why the company claimed Iowa’s enforcement was
deficient—sixteen years after the corporation made the claim. In short, Defendants have
admitted to using empty, pro-forma “disputes” as a pretext to withhold millions of dollars
in MSA payments they are contractually obligated to pay Iowa every year and only look to
see whether there are actually grounds for a colorable dispute against Iowa more than a
15

Defendants consistently say they cannot explain their own claims that certain States failed to sufficiently enforce
their Qualifying Statutes, only their outside counsel can do so. This has even led them, in some instances, to claim
attorney-client privilege when asked what information caused them to claim a State’s enforcement was deficient.
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decade later, after the dispute is in arbitration.
81.

As another Defendant, Farmers Tobacco Company, bluntly admitted in its

deposition, some of these companies look at nothing whatsoever before withholding part
of the money they owe Iowa each year:

Deposition of Farmers Tobacco Co. Designee, 89–90 (May 9, 2022).
82.

Farmers’ designee further admitted that Farmers has never asked Iowa for

any information relevant to its claim that Iowa is subject to an NPM Adjustment, and only
makes the claim because the larger tobacco companies do. Id. at 92–93.
83.

Worse, Defendants claim they have no State-specific information:
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Deposition of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.’s Designee, 188 (June 9, 2022).
Again, this is demonstrably false. As discussed in depth below, both Philip Morris
and R.J. Reynolds Tobacco (including its predecessors Brown & Williamson and Lorillard)
collected robust data on NPM market share in every state. Internal documents show they
not only have such data, they use it to measure the effect that specific enforcement
measures taken by the States have on the market shares of the NPMs. Exhibits 1–3 (internal
Brown & Williamson and Philip Morris presentations tracking NPM market share in Iowa
and other States before and after Complementary Legislation went into effect).
The Defendants’ Have Substantial Documents, Information, and Data on
Iowa’s Enforcement—None of Which Show Enforcement Failures
84.

Defendants’ claimed lack of State-specific information is highly deceptive.

The tobacco markets and the actions of all the participants within it, companies and
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regulators alike, are highly visible to every other participant—especially the larger
companies like Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds. Additionally, Defendants collect and have
amassed substantial information regarding Iowa’s cigarette market and Iowa’s
enforcement actions—information that does not support their claim that Iowa has never
sufficiently enforced its Qualifying Statute.
85.

First, In a public records request dated February 25, 2005, counsel for Philip

Morris, Alex Shaknes, requested a staggering volume of documents and information on
behalf of Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds. In response, Iowa provided every document and
piece of information requested, except those it was prohibited by statute from disclosing—
e.g., Defendants requested documents containing financial information about competitor
tobacco companies, which Iowa had to inform them was prohibited by Iowa Code §
22.7(6).
86.

Second, Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds both collect detailed sales data from

Iowa’s cigarette wholesalers and retailers. As noted above, at any given time the PMs
supply over 99% of the cigarettes in the Iowa market. Both Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds
have contracts with the overwhelming majority of licensed cigarette wholesalers in Iowa
that require the wholesalers to submit detailed data for all shipments of both PM and NPM
cigarettes that the wholesaler makes to an Iowa retailer, specifying the manufacturer,
brand, quantity of cigarettes shipped, and the specific retailer to whom they were shipped.
In fact, the detailed sales data routinely collected by both R.J. Reynolds and Philip Morris
are the backbone of their post-MSA marketing activities. Since Defendants are no longer
allowed to advertise their deadly products directly to consumers, their marketing strategies
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are centered on financially incentivizing wholesalers and retailers to push their brands over
other brands at the point of sale. Both Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds depend on detailed
sales data to tell them which specific wholesalers and retailers are their top “wholesale
partners” or “retail leaders” and should be rewarded for prioritizing their brands over
competitors’ brands versus which specific wholesalers and retailers need to be reminded
to do so.
87.

Third, much of Iowa’s enforcement record is in the public domain. For

example, the Iowa Tobacco Product Directory has been online since 2003. The Defendants
can easily compare the approved NPM manufacturers and NPM brands with the NPM
brands sold in the State as captured by the comprehensive data they collect from
wholesalers and retailers in Iowa to identify and quantify any significant sales of NPM
brands in violation of the Qualifying Statute. If the Defendants have ever seen valid
evidence of such violations—much less evidence of systemic violations—they have never
said so.
88.

Fourth, all court cases filed by Iowa against NPMs, wholesalers, and other

market participants in connection with violations of the Qualifying Statute are also part of
the public record. The vast majority of these cases have been filed in this Court where the
Defendants remain parties to an open docket and make periodic appearances.
89.

Fifth, the Defendants previously described voluminous data come from

virtually all of the same wholesalers from whom Iowa also obtains data as part of its
enforcement program. For example, in 2004, Philip Morris’s database, STARS, captured
99.9% of the same NPM sales data the State collected. As such, the Defendants see almost
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exactly the same PM and NPM sales and the same PM vs. NPM market shares in their data
that Iowa sees in its data. Moreover, the Defendants audit these wholesalers on a regular
basis and, thus, see that the NPM presence in Iowa is accurately monitored by the State
and remains far lower than the NPM presence in the national market. The Defendants have
never identified any of the audited wholesalers as problematic or provided a copy of an
audit to Iowa that suggested any enforcement issues.
90.

Sixth, the Defendants have obtained large volumes of documents and

information from other MSA States regarding Iowa’s participation in coordinated multistate enforcement actions against specific NPMs and multi-state licensed wholesalers—
actions that span numerous years and several continents. The Term Sheets require that the
TSS provide a substantial body of documents and data to a data clearinghouse to which the
Defendants have access. Upon information and belief those documents contain information
about Iowa’s cigarette market and enforcement efforts.
91.

Seventh, the Defendants have further obtained hundreds of thousands of

pages in discovery and repeatedly deposed and cross-examined Iowa’s key witness
knowledgeable about Iowa’s enforcement program in the sixteen years of arbitration
between Iowa and the Defendants. Their best efforts to find any compelling evidence of
enforcement failures to support their claim that Iowa did not diligently enforce its
Qualifying Statute turned up nothing. Every argument they have made about Iowa being
deficient has failed. Neither arbitration panel that has rendered a decision on Iowa’s
enforcement efforts found any material deficiencies.
92.

Eighth, Iowa sought to improve its enforcement abilities in 2003 through
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passage of what became known as “Complementary Legislation,” that required every
tobacco company, whether a PM or an NPM, to demonstrate compliance with Iowa law
and regulations prior to being able to legally sell cigarettes in Iowa. The Defendants here
know the extent to which Iowa rigorously vetted tobacco companies prior to allowing them
to sell cigarettes in Iowa having been subjected to that process since it was implemented.
Defendants Internal Documents Show they both Have and Analyze
State-Specific Information
93.

Contrary to Defendants’ claim they have no State-specific data, Defendants’

internal documents show they not only have data on NPM market share in specific States,
they have been keeping a close watch on the data to see how the various States’
enforcement efforts were affecting the NPMs’ market share. For example, an internal
Philip Morris presentation shows the company’s estimates of State-specific NPM market
share as of June 2003 ranging from 0.0% in some MSA States to 22.5% in other MSA
States. 16 Iowa is near the bottom of this range, with an NPM market share of only 0.7%.
In contrast, the Independent Auditor-calculated national NPM market share in 2003 on
which the Defendants admittedly based their withholding of MSA payments was 5.9% 17,
nearly ten times Philip Morris’s internal estimate of Iowa’s NPM market share. In fact, yet
another internal Philip Morris presentation explicitly states that “NPM sales [were]

16

Philip Morris USA, “Enacted NPM Legislation in 2003 Prior to June,” attached as Exhibit 1
(filed under seal due to assertions of confidentiality by Philip Morris).
17

PricewaterhouseCoopers Notice ID 0241, Attachment 11(a), reports the PMs’ combined
national market share for sales year 2003 to be over 94.1%, with the residual 5.9% representing
the national NPM market share (not attached).
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concentrated in limited number of states.” 18 The Philip Morris documents—along with
many others—further demonstrate that the Defendants knew at the time of their
withholdings that Iowa’s market is not accurately represented by the national numbers, and
that withholding of MSA payments from Iowa on the pretext of national market share loss
is unjustified.
94.

Like Philip Morris, OPM Brown & Williamson—now part of

R.J. Reynolds—also tracked state-specific NPM market shares before and after the passage
of Complementary Legislation. A slide from an internal Brown & Williamson presentation
dated March 8, 2004, reports that: (1) Iowa’s NPM market accounted for only 1.3% of the
national NPM market (which suggests that national market shares are not indicative of
Iowa-specific trends and vice versa); (2) Iowa’s NPM market share was low to begin with,
at 2.02%; and (3) Iowa saw an “immediate impact” of the additional legislation in the form
of 0.97 percentage point decline in its already low NPM market share (from 2.02% down
to .68%). 19 The same presentation admits that two-thirds of the national NPM volume was
accounted for by only “14 important states,” of which three are non-MSA States (PSS
Florida, Texas, and Mississippi) and ten are Term Sheet States. Not surprisingly, Iowa was
not among the “14 important states” that Brown & Williamson identified as the drivers of
the national NPM market share.
95.

Similarly, a transcript from R.J. Reynolds’ Financial Release Conference call

18

Philip Morris USA, “Recent Proliferation of NPM Brands,” attached as Exhibit 2 (filed under
seal due to assertions of confidentiality by Philip Morris).
19

Brown & Williamson, “States w/ Both Legislations in Effect: Strong Evidence of Impact,”
attached as Exhibit 3 (filed under seal due to assertions of confidentiality by R.J. Reynolds).
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conducted on January 28, 2003, expressed R.J. Reynolds’ view that the Complementary
Legislation enacted by Iowa in 2003 effectively made the Qualifying Statute “selfenforcing” going forward:
The original statute that was the model statute attached to the MSA required
state enforcement, and a number of states have begun to enforce that statute;
in fact, hundreds of lawsuits have been filed against Non-Participating
Manufacturers by the AGs across the country. The benefit of this new statute
[known as Complementary Legislation] is that in order to put tax stamps on
the product, the wholesaler has to have a certification from the state that the
NPM is in compliance with its escrow payments. So it’s self-enforcing, and
the AGs don’t have to do anything further. [Emphasis added.] 20
This statement by an R.J. Reynolds executive shows the Defendants held the same view
that Iowa holds—that violations of Iowa’s Qualifying Statute—to the extent that they ever
took place at all—became essentially non-existent after the enactment of Iowa’s
Complementary Legislation in 2003. Therefore, the Defendants’ assertions of annual
disputes over Iowa’s enforcement for each and every year after 2003, with no factual basis
to support such assertions, are made in bad faith. The continued assertion of such disputes
in the face of substantial available evidence that contradicts the Defendants’ claims against
Iowa is fraudulent.
Defendants’ Scheme
96.

To summarize the preceding paragraphs, the Defendants assert entitlement

to the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment but are entitled only to the Available NPM
Adjustment. Each year, the Defendants claim entitlement to the Maximum Potential NPM

20

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco (RJR) Q4 2002 Financial Release Conference Call Event Transcript,
attached as Exhibit 4.
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Adjustment solely on the basis of the Market Share Loss and Significant Factor
determination (i.e., solely on the basis of only two of the three components of an NPM
Adjustment). In doing so, the Defendants disregard the express language of the MSA,
which permits only the Available NPM Adjustment (which can be as low as $0) to be
applied to their payments, and which also makes clear that the actual Available NPM
Adjustment depends on which States—if any—did not have or did not enforce a Qualifying
Statute.
97.

Unless and until it is known which MSA States, if any, failed to have a

Qualifying Statute or failed to enforce it, there is no way to calculate the Available NPM
Adjustment, much less apply it to the Defendants’ payment obligations. Yet when the
Independent Auditor asks for the information it needs to determine which States, if any,
are subject to the NPM Adjustment, Defendants provide either no information or
information they know is false. The identical reasons Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds give
about why Iowa’s enforcement was insufficient—and thus why they believe Iowa is subject
to an NPM Adjustment—are demonstrably false and the Defendants either actually know
they are false or act in deliberate ignorance or reckless disregard of whether they are true
or false.
98.

Each year, the Defendants are asked, not just about Iowa’s enforcement for

the current year, but for all previous years. As the history between the parties has stretched
on, and as the Defendants have learned in great detail about the nature and extent of Iowa
enforcement efforts. Across sixteen years and two arbitrations, Defendants have failed to
prove any of their allegations against Iowa. There are no facts, nor any reasonable
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application of the term “diligent enforcement” 21 to those facts, that would justify
Defendants’ claim that Iowa failed to diligently enforce its Qualifying Statute in any given
year.
99.

The only honest answer the Defendants could give would be that their

“unknown” or “deny” responses do not apply to Iowa. Yet in February of 2022, Defendants
once again denied or claimed not to know whether Iowa had diligently enforced its
Qualifying Statute for the years 1999 to the present.
100.

The MSA does not grant to the Defendants unfettered discretion to assert

“disputes” that lack a reasonable factual basis and with knowledge to the contrary.
101.

Each year, on the basis of the above claims Defendants make, each Defendant

withholds part of the MSA payment it is contractually obligated to make, either by locking
it in a Disputed Payments Account (“DPA”) or simply by refusing to pay and retaining it.
While the mechanics of the Defendants’ withholdings differ from one Defendant to the
next, and from one year to the next, from the perspective of Iowa, the only difference
between (a) funds withheld through the DPA, and (b) funds withheld through refusal to
pay, is that the former are summarized by the Independent Auditor in annual “DPA
balance” notices that provide some limited transparency, while the latter lack any

21

As defined by the 2003 NPM Adjustment Arbitration Panel: “Diligent Enforcement is an ongoing and intentional
consideration of the requirements of a Settling State's Qualifying Statute, and a significant attempt by the Settling
State to meet those requirements, taking into account a Settling State's competing laws and policies that may conflict
with its MSA contractual obligations.” In the 2003 NPM Adjustment Proceedings, JAMS No. 1100053390, Final
Award Re: Iowa (Sep. 11, 2013).
The 2004 NPM Adjustment Panel did not define “diligent enforcement,” instead using a flexible standard
based on “evidence presented regarding each State's efforts to monitor compliance, its efforts to detect noncompliance, and its efforts to compel compliance in the context of the facts, law and circumstances existing in that
State during the relevant 2004 time period.” In Re: 2004 NPM Adjustment Proceedings, JAMS No. 1260003649,
Common Case Findings and State Specific Findings and Interim Award for the State Of Iowa (Sep. 1, 2021).
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transparency whatsoever and are difficult for a State to quantify.
102.

The Defendants withhold in unison on the assertions that: (1) they are

collectively entitled to the Maximum Potential NPM Adjustment, and (2) they are entitled
to reduce every State’s MSA payment—including Iowa’s—unless and until all States prove
through litigation or arbitration that they both have and enforced a Qualifying Statute
during the year subject to payment. Currently, the Defendants have withheld between 10%
and 15% of Iowa’s annual MSA payments due for 2006 through the present—over $133
million dollars.
103.

Simply put, every year without fail, the Defendants continue to knowingly

and willingly abuse the dispute-resolution provisions of the MSA and make false claims in
order to withhold payments, deprive Iowa of the benefits of the MSA bargain, and extort
State after State to join onerous secondary settlements that contradict and undermine the
MSA.
104.

In the final analysis, the Defendants have withheld more than $133 million

from Iowa solely on the grounds that they lost market share to their NPM competitors
nationally (i.e., in states other than Iowa), and insist on holding those funds hostage until
Iowa caves and agrees not only to relinquish a substantial portion of the funds that it is
owed but also to accept expanded ongoing enforcement obligations that would impose an
additional toll on State resources in perpetuity for the sole benefit of the tobacco
companies’ economic bottom line. The Defendants’ scheme is a win-win for them: either
the Defendants successfully coerce Iowa into giving up tens of millions of dollars and
protecting their market through the Term Sheet, or they unilaterally reduce the amounts
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they agreed to pay Iowa under the MSA for their decades of lethal deception.
105.

By refusing to provide the information requested, each Defendant violates

MSA § XI(d)(1) which requires that they use “best efforts to promptly supply all of the
required information that is within its possession or is readily available to it” on an ongoing
basis. By providing false information, Defendants violate the covenant of good faith and
fair dealing and the Iowa False Claims Act.
COUNT I—BREACH OF MSA § XI(d)(1)
106.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

107.

Each year, the Independent Auditor requests the information necessary to

determine how much each Defendant owes and the portion of that amount that goes to each
State.
Not less than 90 days prior to the scheduled due date of any payment due
pursuant to this Agreement ("Payment Due Date"), the Independent Auditor
shall deliver to each other Notice Party a detailed itemization of all
information required by the Independent Auditor to complete its calculation
of (A) the amount due from each Participating Manufacturer with respect to
such payment, and (B) the portion of such amount allocable to each entity
for whose benefit such payment is to be made.
MSA § XI(d)(1).
108.

The MSA obligates Defendants to use best efforts to supply responsive

information in their possession or available to them:
Each Participating Manufacturer and each Settling State shall use its best
efforts to promptly supply all of the required information that is within its
possession or is readily available to it to the Independent Auditor, and in any
event not less than 50 days prior to such Payment Due Date.
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Id.
109.

That requirement is ongoing, meaning that if the information necessary to

determine, for example, how much the Defendants owe Iowa for 2006 becomes available
in 2021, then each Defendant has an obligation to provide that information in 2021:
Such best efforts obligation shall be continuing in the case of information
that comes within the possession of, or becomes readily available to, any
Settling State or Participating Manufacturer after the date 50 days prior to
such Payment Due Date.
Id.
110.

Defendants violate this obligation by:

a. Refusing to respond to the request;
b. Falsely claiming they lack sufficient information to respond;
c. Providing false information; and
d. Failing to update their responses as information becomes available to them.
111.

The State has suffered and continues to suffer enormous financial damage as

a result of Defendants’ breach.
112.

But for Defendants’ breach, there would be no false dispute over the amounts

due to Iowa, and Iowa would receive the full amount owed to it.
COUNT II—BREACH OF THE DUTY OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING
113.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

114.

Under Iowa law, every contract contains an implied covenant of good faith

and fair dealing. Am. Tower, L.P. v. Loc. TV Iowa, L.L.C., 809 N.W.2d 546, 550 (Iowa Ct.
App. 2011).
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115.

The MSA and the Consent Decree incorporating it are written contracts to

which the State of Iowa and all of the Defendants are parties.
116.

Defendants repeatedly invoke provisions in the MSA that govern disputed

payments, claiming those provisions grant them discretion to raise disputes and withhold
disputed portions of payments. Iowa law, however, requires them to exercise that discretion
in a good faith manner that avoids harm to Iowa: “The implied covenant requires the party
in control to exercise their express discretion in a manner which avoids harm to the other
party.” Horton v. Uptown Partners, L.P., 720 N.W.2d 192 (Iowa Ct. App. 2006).
117.

The Defendants have breached, and continue to breach, the covenant of good

faith and fair dealing by engaging in pernicious conduct that includes, but is not limited to:
a. Withholding money due and owing to Iowa under the MSA for each and

every year from 2006 through the present;
b. Withholding those funds based on the allegation that Iowa did not enforce its

Qualifying Statute for each and every year, 22 with no reasonable basis for
making that allegation for any year;
c. Alleging that Iowa did not enforce its Qualifying Statute on the basis of the

same claims Defendants raised about Iowa’s enforcement for 2003 and 2004,
but were unable to prove;
d. Asserting that the only way for Iowa to recover the amounts rightfully owed

to it under the MSA is to arbitrate the same unsupported allegations for each
22

Currently, the Defendants are withholding part of their MSA payments for the years 2006–2018.
They will withhold additional amounts for the years after 2018 over the course of this litigation.
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year in perpetuity;
e. Claiming that the Defendants know nothing about Iowa’s enforcement (other

than it was purportedly deficient) until arbitration is initiated and discovery
has commenced, despite their established practices of gathering detailed
sales data and market information directly from Iowa’s wholesalers and
retailers, their own employees and contractors, other MSA States and
NAAG, document and data production in connection with MSA Significant
Factor proceedings, publicly available sources, and public records requests—
none of which requires the commencement of arbitration;
f. Claiming that even when Iowa prevails against their claims of deficient

enforcement, Iowa still cannot recover the withheld payments unless and
until Defendants’ other disputes with all other MSA States over the payment
year in question are resolved;
g. Claiming that even when Iowa prevails, Iowa is still not entitled to full

interest on the MSA payments improperly withheld from it for over a decade.
118.

The Defendants claim discretion under the MSA as to which States they

assert disputes against, when they choose to assert those disputes, when they disclose the
evidentiary basis for their asserted disputes, and how quickly the States whose disputes are
resolved recover the money withheld from them.
119.

The Defendants exercise their claimed discretion in bad faith in order to

deprive the people of Iowa of the benefit of the MSA contract they entered into to end
Iowa’s initial litigation over the Defendants’ decades-long deceit.
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120.

So far, the Defendants have collectively withheld in excess of $133,000,000

of the payments they owe to Iowa by locking that money in the DPA—which gives
Defendants exclusive control over those funds—or simply by refusing to pay what they
owe. 23
121.

Until the Defendants’ bad faith scheme is stopped, the amounts owed to Iowa

under the MSA and withheld indefinitely will continue to grow.
COUNT III—CONVERSION & CONSPIRACY
122.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

123.

Defendants wrongfully exercise control over money owed to Iowa by

withholding millions of dollars of Iowa’s money each year. Defendants’ exercise of
unilateral control over those funds is inconsistent with Iowa’s possessory right in them.
124.

The Defendant OPMs Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds account for the vast

majority of the withheld MSA payments from Iowa. These two Defendants have
consciously and intentionally developed a scheme to knowingly and unlawfully deprive
the State of settlement payments owed to it under the MSA. Upon information and belief,
these two Defendants are the progenitors of the scheme described above.
125.

The Defendant SPMs have adopted and incorporated the scheme, developed

by the OPMs Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds and benefit from it.
126.

All Defendants have collectively reached a meeting of the minds on the

23

Three Defendants—Farmer’s, Liggett, and Vector—have withheld payments both by locking part of their
“disputed” amounts in the DPA and also by simply refusing to pay some of what they owe. Iowa is currently
collecting the information necessary to quantify the exact amounts that those three Defendants have simply refused
to pay.
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common object of unlawfully depriving the State of settlement payments owed to it under
the MSA in breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
127.

The Defendant PMs all engage in the coordinated practice of (1) asserting

baseless “disputes” in connection with each annual payment, (2) knowingly withholding
payments due to Iowa, (3) insisting that Iowa does not receive the withheld amount for any
year—even when Iowa’s diligent enforcement has been proven—until all Defendants
disputes for that year with all other MSA States are resolved.
128.

Defendants’ scheme to defraud Iowa from tens of millions in MSA payments

due to the State is the product of an agreement among the Defendants to act in concert by
asserting pro-forma disputes against Iowa and withholding ever-growing amounts of
money from Iowa on the pretext of those disputes.
129.

The Defendants have conspired to convert Iowa’s funds to their own use and

continue to conspire to convert those funds. Accordingly, the actions of each Defendant in
furtherance of the conspiracy are attributable to all of the Defendants jointly and all are
liable for the wrongful acts of co-conspirators.
COUNT IV—IOWA FALSE CLAIMS ACT—
Iowa Code § 685.2(1)(d)
130.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

131.

A person, including a corporation, is liable for violation of the Iowa False

Claims Act if they have possession, custody, or control of public money used or to be used
by the governmental entity and knowingly delivers or causes to be delivered less than all
of the money.
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132.

“Knowingly” means that a person, with respect to information, does any of

the following:
(i) has actual knowledge of the information;
(ii) acts in deliberate ignorance of the truth or falsity of the information; or
(iii) acts in reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the information.
A specific intent to defraud is not required. Iowa Code § 685.1(7).
133.

The Defendants have “control” over Iowa’s MSA payments. They decide

what portions of the payments are withheld and when, and have proven that nothing
prevents them from paying previously withheld amounts any time they wish.
134.

The withheld MSA payments are “money to be used by the governmental

entity.” It is money that goes predominantly to the Iowa general fund and supports
expenditures and programs that would otherwise be covered by taxpayers.
135.

The Defendants knowingly cause “less than all of the money” to be delivered

to the State by locking some of it in the DPA and by simply refusing to pay the rest. The
Defendants do this by asserting disputes over Iowa’s enforcement that they know are false
and by knowingly engaging in tactics designed to delay or prevent the State from ever
obtaining full payment of all of the Defendants’ outstanding MSA obligations.
136.

The Defendants knowingly cause the State to spend large sums of taxpayer

dollars to arbitrate for the recovery of the improperly withheld MSA payments.
137.

As such, the Defendants are liable for violating the Iowa False Claims Act

and are subject to treble damages, penalties, fees, costs, and expenses.
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COUNT V—IOWA FALSE CLAIMS ACT
Iowa Code § 685.2(1)(g) (First Clause)
138.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

139.

A person, including a corporation, is liable for violation of the Iowa False

Claims Act if they knowingly make, use, or cause to be made or used a false record or
statement material to an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to a governmental
entity.
140.

“Obligation” is defined in the Iowa False Claims Act to include an express

contractual relationship.
141.

The MSA, and the Consent Decree incorporating it, created an express

contractual relationship between the State and the Defendants. The Defendants have an
express obligation to make payment to Iowa under the MSA and the Consent Decree.
142.

“Knowingly” means that a person, with respect to information, does any of

the following:
(i) has actual knowledge of the information;
(ii) acts in deliberate ignorance of the truth or falsity of the information; or
(iii) acts in reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the information.
A specific intent to defraud is not required.
143.

The Defendants claim that Iowa did not enforce its Qualifying Statute for

each and every year 2005–present. These claims are made either in deliberate ignorance of
the truth or falsity of the information, in reckless disregard of the truth or falsity, or with
actual knowledge that they are false.
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144.

The Defendants have withheld, and continue to withhold, payments from

Iowa for each and every year, 2006–present, without any apparent basis to believe Iowa’s
enforcement suffered any material deficiencies.
145.

The Defendants’ claims that Iowa did not enforce its Qualifying Statute are

material to their obligation to make annual MSA payments to the State. But for the
Defendants’ false claims about Iowa, the State would have received its full MSA payments
for all years.
146.

As such, the Defendants are liable for violating the Iowa False Claims Act

and are subject to treble damages, penalties, fees, costs, and expenses.
COUNT VI—IOWA FALSE CLAIMS ACT—
Iowa Code § 685.2(1)(g) (Second Clause)
147.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

148.

A person, including a corporation, is liable for violation of the Iowa False

Claims Act if they knowingly and improperly avoid or decrease an obligation to pay or
transmit money to a governmental entity.
149.

This provision is violated by improperly avoiding or decreasing an obligation

to pay, whether any false statement is made or not.
150.

The Defendants avoid or decrease their obligation to pay money to the State

by (1) claiming that Iowa did not enforce its Qualifying Statute for each and every year
2005–present, (2) withholding money on the basis of these claims with no reasonable belief
they can prove their claims, and (3) claiming that Iowa’s MSA payments cannot be made
in full until the Defendants resolve all of their pending disputes over a given payment year
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with all other MSA States.
151.

The Defendants improperly avoid or decrease their MSA payment

obligations through claims made in bad faith, without actual evidence, and absent
reasonable belief that Iowa failed to enforce its Qualifying Statute.
152.

The Defendants improperly avoid or decrease their MSA payment

obligations solely on the basis of national data that indicates nothing about Iowa’s
enforcement.
153.

The Defendants’ non-payment of their MSA obligations to Iowa is improper

because the asserted “disputes” are merely a pretense for withholding an ever-growing
amount from the State with the expectation that Iowa would eventually give up its rightful
ownership of a substantial portion of the outstanding millions due to it from the Defendants.
154.

The Defendants have knowingly engaged in the course of conduct described

above to avoid paying their full contractual obligations to Iowa. The Defendants have
violated, and continue to violate, the Iowa False Claims Act and are subject to treble
damages, penalties, fees, costs, and expenses.
COUNT VII—IOWA FALSE CLAIMS ACT—
Iowa Code § 685.2(1)(c)—
CONSPIRACY
155.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

156.

The Defendant OPMs Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds account for the vast

majority of the withheld MSA payments from Iowa. These two Defendants have
consciously and intentionally developed a scheme to knowingly and unlawfully deprive
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the State of settlement payments owed to it under the MSA. Philip Morris and R.J.
Reynolds have done so in violation of Iowa Code §§ 685.2(1)(d) and (1)(g). Upon
information and belief, these two Defendants are the progenitors of the scheme described
above.
157.

The Defendant SPMs have adopted and incorporated the scheme, developed

by the OPMs Philip Morris and R.J. Reynolds.
158.

All Defendant PMs have collectively reached a meeting of the minds on the

common object of unlawfully depriving the State of settlement payments owed to it under
the MSA and in violation of Iowa Code §§ 685.2(1)(d) and (1)(g).
159.

The Defendant PMs all engage in the coordinated practice of (1) asserting

“disputes” in connection with each annual payment, (2) knowingly withholding payments
due to Iowa, (3) insisting that Iowa does not receive any payment for any year—even when
Iowa’s enforcement has been proven—until all pending disputes with the other MSA States
for that year are resolved with finality.
160.

It is clear that the Defendants’ scheme to defraud Iowa from tens of millions

in MSA payments due to the State is the product of an agreement among the Defendants
to act in concert by asserting pro-forma “disputes” against Iowa and by withholding evergrowing amounts of money from Iowa on the pretext of those disputes without any actual
belief that the can or will prevail on those disputes.
161.

The Defendants have conspired to violate, and continue to conspire to

violate, the Iowa False Claims Act, and are collectively subject to treble damages,
penalties, fees, costs, and expenses.
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COUNT VIII—DECLARATORY AND ENFORCEMENT RELIEF
162.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

163.

The MSA and the Consent Decree incorporating it expressly authorize the

State to request and this Court to issue Declaratory or Enforcement Orders to implement
and enforce the MSA and the Consent Decree.
164.

The Defendants are not entitled to unilaterally reduce their payment to Iowa

unless and until they have actual, Iowa-specific evidence that Iowa did not enforce its
Qualifying Statute for the year in question.
165.

The State seeks a Declaratory Order or an Enforcement Order:

a. Prohibiting the Defendants from preemptively reducing their annual MSA
payments to Iowa before they have actual, Iowa-specific evidence that Iowa
did not enforce its Qualifying Statute for the year in question;
b. Declaring that the NPM Adjustment does not apply to Defendant’s payment
obligation when only the first two components are present but the third is
not.
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
166.

The State realleges and incorporates all preceding paragraphs here.

167.

The foregoing acts by the Defendants were intentional, were directed at Iowa,

were committed with actual or legal malice, and constituted wilful and wanton disregard
for Iowa’s rights.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Based on the foregoing, the State of Iowa respectfully requests judgment in its favor
for:
1.

Actual damages of $132,915,520.98 from Defendants Philip Morris USA,

R.J. Reynolds, Commonwealth Brands, Inc., Farmer’s Tobacco Company of Cynthiana,
Inc., ITG Brands, LLC, Japan Tobacco International USA, Inc., King Maker Marketing,
Inc., Kretek International, Inc., Liggett Group, LLC., Peter Stokkebye Tobaksfabrik A/S,
Premier Manufacturing Incorporated, Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company, Inc.,
Scandinavian Tobacco Group, Lane Ltd, Sherman 1400 Broadway N.Y.C., Inc.,
Tabacalera del Este, S.A. (“TABESA”), Vector Tobacco Inc., the Von Eicken Group, and
Wind River Tobacco Company, LLC, any other withholdings determined at trial, and all
future withholdings through the DPA, plus any amounts withheld after the commencement
of this enforcement action;
2.

Actual damages from Defendants Farmer’s, Liggett, and Vector of

$699,334.43, plus any amounts they refuse to pay after the commencement of this
enforcement action;
3.

Treble damages pursuant to Iowa Code § 685.2(1);

4.

Punitive damages;

5.

Maximum statutory penalties under the Iowa False Claims Act for each

individual instance in which a Defendant has withheld part of Iowa’s MSA payment for a
given year on the grounds of a dispute over Iowa’s enforcement during the year subject to
payment when the Defendant had no actual evidence to support its dispute;
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6.

Attorneys’ fees;

7.

Costs;

8.

Expenses;

9.

Pre-judgment interest;

10.

Post-judgment interest;

11.

Declaratory and injunctive relief; and

12.

Any further relief the Court determines to be just and necessary.
JURY DEMAND

The State of Iowa demands a jury trial on all issues triable of right by a jury.
Dated this 28 day of July, 2022.

Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS J. MILLER
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IOWA
/s/ Matthew L. Gannon
MATTHEW L. GANNON
First Assistant Attorney General
Hoover Building, Second Floor
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
Phone: (515) 281-4951
Matt.Gannon@ag.iowa.gov
Paul M. Leisher
LEISHER & LANDSIEDEL P.C.
Pro Hac Vice Application Forthcoming
P.O. Box 18071
Missoula, MT 59808
Phone: (406) 880-4416
paul@landl.law
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David R. Paoli
PAOLI LAW FIRM, P.C.
Pro Hac Vice Application Forthcoming
P.O. Box 8131
Missoula, MT 59802
Phone: 406-542-3330
davidpaoli@paoli-law.com
James Young
Juan Martinez
Tim Fox
MORGAN & MORGAN COMPLEX LITIGATION
GROUP
Pro Hac Vice Applications Forthcoming
76 S. Laura St., Suite 1100
Jacksonville, FL 32202
Phone: 904-361-0012
jyoung@forthepeople.com
juanmartinez@forthepeople.com
tfox@forthepeople.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff, State of Iowa

PROOF OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that the foregoing instrument was served
upon each of the persons identified as receiving a copy by delivery in
the following manner on July 28, 2022:
U.S. Mail
FAX
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Federal Express
Other
ECF System Participant (Electronic Service)
Signature: /s/ Jodi Watson
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